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0. Introduction 

The past few years have shown a growing consensus among Germanicists on the 

status of pronominal clitics in Germanic. It has been independently argued 

by several authors that the Germanic clitics are to a large extent 

comparable"- to their Romance counterparts (Jaspers 1989, Zwart 1991, 

Cardinaletti & Roberts 1991, Haegeman 1991, Cardinaletti 1992, Zwart 

1992b). In Romance linguistics, the assumption that clitics adjoin to heads 

has proved a very fruitful working hypothesis (Kayne 1975, Baltin 1982, 

Kayne 1991) . Therefore, in the works mentioned, this hypothesis has been 

applied to the Germanic clitics as well. 

In this way, clitics can be taken to indicate the presence and 

position of heads, as landmarks in the vast and uncharted Germanic 

Mittelfeld. In particular, it becomes clear that the West Germanic 

languages of the SOV type (Dutch, German, Frisian) have functioi al heads to 

the right of the complementizer position (C) and to the left of the VP. 

Previously, languages of this type were considered to have all functional 

heads, except C, to the right of the VP. 

As an important consequence of this development, it becomes very-

likely that the structure of the functional system in all Germanic 

languages is the same, viz. as illustrated in (1). In particular, it seems 

to be a property of all Germanic languages (except Icelandic and Yiddish) 

that the inflected verb can remain inside VP in certain constructions. This 

leaves us with little or no evidence for functional head positions to the 

right of the VP. 

(1) XP 

Spec X' 

X° ' ^ ZP 

This is a reply to Li liane Haegeman, "On the Relevance of Clitic Placement for the Analysis of 
Subjectinitial Verb Second in West Flemish", published in GAGL 34 (1991), 29-66. I would like to thank 
Chris Collins, Liliane Haegeman, Eric Hoekstra, Wim Kosmeijer, Jan Koster, and Ur Shlonsky for helpful 
discussion. 
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In Jaspers (1989) and Zwart (1991, 1992b), the Germanic clitics are 

hosted by the highest functional head below C, AgrS. In a recent paper in 

this journal, Liliane Haegeman makes the important point that one 

functional head position as a host for the clitics is not sufficient to 

describe the cliticization phenomena in West Flemish, a dialect of Dutch 

(Haegeman 1991). Haegeman argues for unrestricted recursion of the highest 

functional projection below C, AgrP in her terms, which yields the multiple 

functional head positions needed to accommodate the West Flemish clitics. 

According to Haegeman (1991), the assumption of unrestricted AgrP 

recursion has consequences for the analysis of subject initial main clauses 

in Germanic. 

Before the 'discovery' of functional heads to the left of the VP in 

West Germanic, the verb second character of subject initial main clauses in 

the West Germanic languages seemed to force an analysis in which the verb 

moves to C and the subject to Spec,C (Den Besten 1977, Schwartz & Vikner 

1989, Vikner & Schwartz 1991). This-had the undesirable consequence that no 

formal distinction could be made between topicalizations and subject 

initial main clauses, as pointed out by Travis (1984) . 

But given the existence of at least one functional head below C to 

the left of VP, demonstrated by the cliticization phenomena, there is no 

reason to assume that in subject initial main clauses the verb moves to C 

(and the subject to Spec,C). We can assume that in subject initial main 

clauses the verb moves to AgrS (and the subject to AgrSP) , and that in 

topicalizations the verb moves on to C, triggered by the presence of a 

topic in Spec,C. As I have argued in Zwart (1991, 1992a), such an analysis 

is preferable on both conceptual and empirical grounds. 

Haegeman (1991) now argues that the adoption of AgrP recursion, 

needed to describe the cliticization facts of West Flemish, in turn makes 

the traditional V-to-C analysis of subject initial main clauses in West 

Germanic preferable. 

In this paper, I will investigate her claim, and refute it. 

1. Facts 

The pattern of West Germanic verb movement is illustrated in (2). 

(2) a. ..dat Jan een appel eet 
that John an apple eats 

b. Jan eet een appel 
John eats an apple 

c. Nu eet Jan een appel 
now eats John an apple 

In (2a), an embedded clause, the verb is in final position. Since Dutch is 
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an SOV language (Koster 1975) , this final position is either the base 

position or a functional head position to the right. 

In (2b) , a subject initial main clause, the verb is in a derived 

position. Since Dutch is an SOV language, this position must be a 

functional head position to the left. 

In (2c), a topicalization construction, the verb is again in a 

derived position, now to the left of the subject, and immediately to the 

right of the topic. 

Both Haegeman (1991) and I assume that in (2c), the verb is in C and 

the topic in Spec,C (as argued at length by Den Besten (1977)). As for 

(2b), Haegeman (1991) argues that the verb is in C as well, whereas I argue 

that the verb is in AgrS (Zwart 1991, 1992a). Accordingly, Haegeman assumes 

that the subject is in Spec,C in (2b), but in Spec,AgrS in (2a) and (2c), 

whereas I argue that the subject is in Spec,AgrS in all sentences in (2). 

The presence of a functional head AgrS to the left of the VP in Dutch 

is demonstrated by the position of the clitic in (3).2 

(3) ..dat Jan 't/*de afwas gisteren Piet heeft zien doen 
that John it the dishes yesterday Pete has see do 

"that John saw Pete do it/the dishes yesterday" 

In (3), an Exceptional Case Marking construction, the object of the 

embedded clause can only appear in the main clause as a clitic. The 

position of the clitic must be somewhere between Spec,AgrS (where the 

subject of the main clause, Jan, is) and the VP boundary (marked by the 

sentence adverbial gisteren 'yesterday'). It is assumed that this 

indicates the presence of a funcriona] head position to the left of the VP 

(Jaspers 1989; Zwart 1991, 1992b) 

The cliticization arguments for the position of the functional heads 

in Dutch presented in Zwart (1991), are repeated for West Flemish in 

Haegeman (1991) , so that we may assume a consensus on this part of the 

analysis. 

2. Conceptual Matters 

Before reviewing Haegeman's (1991) argumentation, let me briefly consider 

the paradigm in (2) from a conceptual point of view. 

First, consider (2a). In (2a), the finite verb is in a final 

2 
For the morphology of the clitics in Dutch and West Flemish, I refer to Zwart (1991) and Haegeman 

(1991). In the examples to follow, M: 'it', j£ 'her', and ze 'she, they' are clitics. 
The argument is a little bit more complicated, because it cannot simply be assumed that sentence 

adverbials mark the VP boundary. Sentence adverbials cannot appear inside VP, but they can appear higher 
up. Crucially, they cannot appear in between the subject and the object clitic in (3). For a more 
detailed discussion, see Zwart (1992b). 
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position, either the base position, or a functional head position to the 

right of the VP. Since the cliticization facts show that there are 

functional heads to the left of the VP, we may wonder whether there is any 

evidence for functional heads to the right of the VP. If not, we may assume 

that all functional projections have the structure in (l). 

It would be a misunderstanding to see any empirical evidence for a 

functional head position to the right of the VP in the fact that an 

inflected verb appears in the final position in (2a) . This could only be 

evidence if it were the case that in general in Germanic inflected verbs 

occupy functional head positions. However, it is clear from Swedish that 

this is not the case (Kosmeijer 1986) . 

In Swedish, an SVO language, the inflected verb appears to the right 

of sentence adverbials in embedded clauses, and in the second position in 

main clauses. 

(4) a. ..att han inte koper nagon bil 
that he not buys some car 

"that he doesn't buy a car" 
b. * . .att han köper inte nä'gon bil 

(5) a. * Han inte köper nagon bil 
he not buys some car 

b. Han köper inte nagon bil 
"He doesn't buy a car." 

Since Swedish is an SVO language, there can be no doubt that in (4b) , the 

inflected verb remains in its base position (again, on the assumption that 

sentence adverbials mark the VP -boundary). Therefore, (2a) doesn't provide 

an empirical argument for a functional head to the right of the VP in SOV 

languages like Dutch. On the contrary, the fact that the asymmetry between 

main clauses and embedded clauses of Dutch ( (2a-b)) is also present in 

Swedish ((4)-(5)), indicates that we are dealing with a +/- movement 

asymmetry, rather than with a left/right movement asymmetry. 

Second, consider (2b) and (2c). In each case, the verb has moved to 

the left. So has the subject (assuming the VP-internal subject hypothesis). 

In a maximally explanatory account of this paradigm, each of these 

movements should have an independently motivated trigger. 

Assuming that Spec,C is a designated position for topics, and that 

topicalization triggers verb movement, the presence of the verb in C in 

(2c) is accounted for. Similarly, assuming that subjects are licensed in 

Spec,AgrS, the presence of the subject in Spec,AgrS in (2c) (and in (2a), 

for that matter) is unproblematic. 

Movement without a trigger is allowed by the format of the general rule Move o, but not by 
principles of explanatory adequacy when the movement in question is obligatory. 

Fronting of elements triggers subject verb inversion in numerous languages. This appears to be a 
general phenomenon, then, which, like verb movement to AgrS, is overtly present in some languages, and 
is postponed until LF in others (Chomsky 1992). 
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Next cons ide r (2b) . According t o s tandard assumptions, sub j ec t s a re 
l i c ensed in a Spec-Head r e l a t i o n with the verb i n AgrSP. The fac t t h a t in 
(2b) the sub jec t and the verb are adjacent comes as no s u r p r i s e , t h e r e f o r e . 
I f we assume t h a t t he sub jec t i s in Spec,AgrS in (2b), as in (2a) and (2c), 
and t h a t the verb i s in AgrS, no f u r t h e r s t i p u l a t i o n s a re r equ i r ed . On the 
o the r hand, i f we assume t h a t in (2b) the sub jec t i s in Spec,C (the t o p i c 
p o s i t i o n ) and the verb in C, we have t o p r e s e n t a t r i g g e r for the 
a d d i t i o n a l movements NP-to-Spec,C and V-to-C. In the absence of t h i s 
t r i g g e r , we must assume t h a t the a d d i t i o n a l movements do not take p l a c e . 6 

This i s t he main reason why I assume t h a t the verb i s in AgrS in (2b) 
and i n C in ( 2 c ) . 7 

F i n a l l y , cons ide r the not ion of a "V/2 C o n s t r a i n t " . In both (2b) and 
(2c) , the f i n i t e verb occupies the ( s t r u c t u r a l l y ) second p o s i t i o n in the 
c l a u s e . To cap tu re t h i s observa t ion , one could formulate a c o n s t r a i n t 
fo rc ing the f i n i t e verb t o be in second p o s i t i o n (Vikner 1991) . Under the 
assumption t h a t the verb i s in C in both (2b) and (2c) , t h i s c o n s t r a i n t 
would account for the verb movement in (2c) and the sub jec t placement in 
(2b) . 

However, i t i s c l e a r t h a t a "V2 Cons t r a in t " i s nothing but a 
d e s c r i p t i o n of the f a c t s t o be exp la ined . In p a r t i c u l a r , each of the 
movements l ead ing t o the observa t ion of a "V2 Cons t ra in t " has t o be 
expla ined independent ly of the c o n s t r a i n t i t s e l f . 

Notice that* the grammar i s not s e n s i t i v e t o no t ions l i k e " f i r s t " or 
"second", but only t o the presence of grammatical f e a t u r e s in func t iona l 
head p o s i t i o n s , which t r i g g e r movement t o these head p o s i t i o n s or t o the 
Spec p o s i t i o n s of these heads (cf. Chomsky 1992). Since l i c e n s i n g g e n e r a l l y 
t akes p lace in Spec-Head conf igu ra t ions , verb second e f f e c t s a re not 
unexpected, and, in f a c t , a l s o p re sen t in languages not obeying the "V2 
Cons t r a in t " , such as Engl i sh . What has t o be expla ined , then, i s why some 
languages have over t Spec-Head c o n s t e l l a t i o n s in a l l c o n s t r u c t i o n s , and 
o t h e r s only in some. A "V2 Cons t ra in t " d e s c r i b e s t h i s f a c t , but does 
nothing to exp la in i t . 

Let us now t u r n t o Haegeman's (1991) a n a l y s i s of the c l i t i c i z a t i o n 
f a c t s in West Flemish. 

As shown by Travis (1984), subjects in subject i n i t i a l main clauses in Dutch have none of the 
propert ies of top ics . 

A question r ises as to why the verb is not required to move to AgrS in (2a). Importantly, th is -
point does not a f fect the conceptual argument against V-to-C movement in Dutch. Suppose, for example, 
that a general requirement would force C to be always f i l l e d in Dutch, and that the presence of the 
complementizer in (2a) blocks verb movement. Even then i t remains unclear why the subject apparently has 
to move to Spec,C. In other words, without extra s t ipu la t ions , we would expect Dutch non-topical ized 
main clauses to have a VSO order. I have argued elsewhere that in embedded clauses verb movement to C is 
superfluous because in that case the subject is licensed by the trace of AgrS which has moved to C 
(witness numerous complementizer agreement facts in d ia lec ts of Dutch and related languages). See Zwart 
(1992a, 1992c). 
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3. Clitics in West Flemish 

In Zwart (1991), I argued that the cliticization facts show that there is 

at least one functional head to the left of VP below C in Dutch. In Dutch, 

object clitics form a cluster which cannot be split up. 

(6) a. dat Jan 't 'r gisteren gegeven heeft 
that John it her yesterday given has 

b. * dat Jan 't gisteren 'r gegeven heeft 
c. * dat 't Jan 'r gisteren gegeven heeft 

(6b) follows from the fact that adverbials cannot (immediately) precede 

clitics in Dutch, which follows from the assumption that clitics adjoin to 

AgrS. (6c) follows from the fact that object clitics cannot adjoin to C. 

Thus it seems to be the case that all object clitics in Dutch cluster and 

adjoin to AgrS. 

Haegeman (1991) shows that in West Flemish, the picture is less 

clear. First, there are arguments that direct object clitics and indirect 

object clitics may occupy different positions. Second, in West Flemish, 

clitics do adjoin to C. 

To see the first point, consider (7). 

(7) a. ..da Jan ze Valere getoogd eet 
that John them(DO-cl) Valery shown has 

b. ..df Jan Valere ze getoogc! eet 

"that John showed them to Valery" 

In double object constructions in West Flemish, the clitic direct object 

can precede or follow the full indirect object. Suppose the direct object 

clitic adjoins to AgrS. Then in (7b), the indirect object Valere appears in 

between Spec,AgrS and AgrS. This is impossible, for X-bar Theoretic 

reasons. Therefore, the direct object clitic ze is in a position lower than 

AgrS in (7b). 

To see the second point, consider (8). 

(8) a. da 't Jan ze gisteren gegeven oat4 

that it(DO-cl) John her(IO-cl) yesterday given has 
b. da ze Jan 't gisteren gegeven oat 

that her(IO-cl) John it(DO-cl) yesterday given has 

"that John gave it to her yesterday" 

It seems marginally possible to split clitics in a VP preposing construction in Dutch: 

(i) 'r gegeven heb ik 't niet 
her(IO-cl) given have I it(DO-cl) not 

Similarly, (6b) appears to be slightly better than (6c). I have no account for these judgments at this 
point. 
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In (8), the direct object clitic 't and the indirect object clitic ze can 

be separated from each other by the subject. Suppose one of the clitics 

adjoins to AgrS. Then the other one must be in a different position from 

AgrS. Maintaining that the subject is in Spec,AgrS, we must conclude that 

clitics can adjoin to C in West Flemish. 

Building on these observations, Haegeman develops the hypothesis that 

-there are three clitic positions in West Flemish, each one immediately to 

the left of the canonical licensing position of the NP with the grammatical 

function corresponding to the grammatical function of the clitic. Thus, 

assuming that the subject, the indirect object, and the direct object have 

three distinct formal licensing positions, the head of the projection 

immediately to the left of these positions is the adjunction site for the 

subject clitic, the indirect object clitic, and the direct object clitic, 

respectively. 

This can be schematically represented as follows (cf. Haegeman 1991: 

46) : 

(9) 

SUBJ-Cl SU6J 

*" ' IO-cl 10 

*>— / DO-cl DO 

Thus, each NP has a designated clitic position, the head of an adjacent 

functional projection. In addition, clitics may move from head to head. 

Thus, direct object clitics may move to the indirect object clitic position 

and to the subject clitic position. Indirect object clitics may move to the 

subject clitic position. Along the way, the clitics may form clusters or 

not. As always, lowering is excluded. 

This analysis covers the intricate facts of West Flemish 

cliticization splendidly. Thus, in (7), the direct object clitic may appear 

on either side of the indirect object (in its canonical licensing 

position). In (8), either clitic may cross the subject, together or 

independently from each other. 

As for the exact identity of the heads the clitics adjoin to, 

Haegeman's (1991) analysis appears to be less straightforward. The subject 

clitic position is not problematic and can be identified as C. This has 

been established for Dutch already in Den Besten (1977) . But the other 

positions are less clear. Much depends on the structure of the functional 

o 
The clitics can also appear together as a cluster, in either position. 
In fact, Haegeman (1991) identifies four clitic positions. This is only relevant in Exceptional 

Case Marking constructions with a ditransitive verb in the embedded clause. For the sake of simplicity, 
I will only consider simplex clauses in this reply. The presence or absence of the fourth position in 
the functional domain in the matrix clause does not affect the central argumentation in Haegeman (1991). 
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domain here. 

Haegeman (1991) assumes that INFL is split into Agr and T, as in 

Pollock (1989), but with Agr dominating T, as in Belletti (1991). 

Crucially, Haegeman (1991) does not assume the three way split INFL of 

Chomsky (1991, 1992), with AgrS dominating T and T dominating AgrO. 

Therefore,* the canonical licensing position of direct objects is not inside 

AgrOP, according to Haegeman, but somewhere above TP. 

Still assuming that NPs must be formally licensed in the functional 

domain, this leads inevitably, it seems, to the conclusion that AgrP is 

recursive. Haegeman therefore adopts the following structure of CP/AgrP 

(1991:51) : 

The adoption of a recursive AgrP is ad hoc. It is true that in the 

standard approach multiple Agr projections are employed (Chomsky 1991, 

1992). However, these AgrPs are not recursive, but every one of them is a 

projection of particular syntactic features involved in the licensing of 

NPs (subjects and direct objects). It is also assumed in this approach 

that there is a special relation between T (tense) and AgrS, and between V 

and AgrO, having to do with Case checking, such that T determines the Case 

that is checked in Spec,AgrS and V determines the Case that is checked in 

Spec,AgrO. Therefore, AgrSP and AgrOP should immediately dominate TP and 

VP, respectively. The relation between tense and subject agreement seems 

harder to express in a structure like (10).12 

H o w e v e r , let us adopt this a n a l y s i s for the sake of argumentation, 

In this approach, no Agr projection for the indirect object is distinguished, but this certainly 
seems a viable option. 

Haegeman (1991) bases her AgrP recursion proposal partly on Cardinaletti & Roberts (1991). 
However, in Cardinaletti & Roberts (1991) an additional AgrSP is identified, and both AgrSPs are 
relevant for the licensing of the subject. Thus, the muttiple AgrPs here have nothing to do with direct 
objects or indirect objects. 
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and consider its consequences for the analysis of subject initial verb 

second. 

4. The Number of Clitic Positions 

Haegeman (1991) argues that, in West Flemish, the number of clitic 

positions in subject initial main clauses equals the number of clitic 

positions in topicalization constructions (and embedded clauses). If 

subject initial main clauses are CPs, this is as expected. If subject 

initial main clauses are AgrPs, the top clitic position (C) will be 

unavailable. Hence we would expect the number of clitic positions in 

subject initial main clauses to drop to two. 

Compare the topicalization construction in (11) with the subject 

initial construction in (12). In both cases, a ditransitive verb is 

employed. 

(11) a. Gisteren ee ze Marie Valere getoogd 
yesterday has them(DO-cl) Mary Valery(10) shown 

b. Gisteren ee Marie ze Valere getoogd 
c. Gisteren ee Marie Valere ze getoogd 

"Yesterday, Mary showed them to Valery." 

(12) a. Marie ee ze Valere gisterfn getoogd 
Mary has them(DO-cl) Valery(10) yesterday shown 

b. Marie ee Valere ze gisteren getoogd 

"Mary showed them to Valery yesterday." 

In (11), the three clitic positions identified by Haegeman (1991) are 

clearly visible. In (12), there seem to be only two clitic positions. 

However, Haegeman shows that (12a) really covers two constructions with the 

clitic in different positions in each case. 

West Flemish has a phenomenon of subject clitic doubling, as 

illustrated in (13). 

(13) a . da se zie komt 
t h a t she(SUBJ-cl) she comes 

b . Ze komt zie 
she(SUBJ-cl) comes she 

c . Morgen kom se zie 
tomorrow comes she(SUBJ-cl) she 

In (13) ze (se) ' s h e ' i s the sub jec t c l i t i c , and zie ' s h e ' i s what we w i l l ' 
c a l l t he ' doub l ing p ronoun ' . 1 3 

The sub jec t c l i t i c cannot be separa ted from the complementizer (13a) 

The doubling element has to be a pronoun, see Haegeman (1990), Shlonsky (1992). 
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and from the verb in C (13c). This follows from Haegeman's (1991) analysis. 

The only head the subject clitic can adjoin to is C. The doubling pronoun 

can be separated from the subject clitic, as can be seen in (13b). 

The important point now is that the object clitic in (12a) can appear 

on either side of the doubling pronoun: 

(14) a. Z' ee ze zie Valere gisteren getoogd 
she(SUBJ-cl) has them(DO-cl) she Valery yesterday shown 

b. Z' ee zie ze Valere gisteren getoogd 

"She showed them to Valery yesterday." 

(14) is (12a) with the full subject Marie replaced by a combination of a 

subject clitic and a doubling pronoun. Now it can be seen that (12a) really 

comprises two cases. If so, subject initial main clauses have three clitic 

positions, just like topicalization constructions (and embedded clauses). 

Haegeman concludes that, since the number of clitic positions in 

subject initial main clauses and topicalization constructions is the same, 

the two constructions span the same number of projections. In particular, 

since the top clitic position is identified as C, both sentence types 

should be CPs and should have the verb in C. 

5. The Subject Clitic and the Doubling Pronoun 

In this section I will argue that the West Flemish object cliticization 

facts can be accommodated without assuming that the verb is in C in subject 

initial main clauses. 

In section 5.1, I will discuss the position of the subject clitic. 

Since it is a clitic, it must be adjoined to a head. However, if the verb 

is in C in subject initial main clauses, it cannot be adjoined to C, 

because it precedes the verb and clitics invariably adjoin to the right in 

West Flemish. Therefore, in subject initial main clauses the subject clitic 

must be in its base position, AgrS, and the verb must be adjoined to AgrS. 

In section 5.2, I will discuss a crucial assumption underlying 

Haegeman's argumentation, namely that the doubling pronoun occupies the 

Spec of the highest Agr. This assumption is not well motivated, and 

therefore the argument based on it is invalid. 

Both sections lead to the conclusion that the number of clitic 

positions in West Flemish is four for topicalizations and embedded clauses, 

and three for subject initial main clauses.14 

As will become clear, the final count depends on the presence of an Indirect Object Agreement 
Phrase, which I will silently adopt from Haegeman (1991) for the purpose of this paper. 
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5.1 The Position of the Subject Clitic 

Haegeman's (1991) inventory of clitic positions in West Flemish raises one 

immediate question: What is the position of the subject clitic in subject 

initial main clauses? 

Consider (13). 

(13) a. da se zie komt 
that she(SUBJ-cl) she comes 

b. Ze komt zie 
she(SUBJ-cl) comes she 

c. Morgen kom se zie 
tomorrow comes she(SUBJ-cl) she 

According to Haegeman's analysis, the subject clitic has only one position 

to adjoin to, viz. C. As (13a) and (13c) bear out, the clitic adjoins to 

the right of the element in C (the complementizer and the verb, 

respectively). Therefore, if the verb is in C in (13b), the subject clitic 

should be adjoined to the right of the verb. But this is not the case. 

(15) * Kom se zie. 

Thus, Haegeman's analysis needs an additional stipulation in order to 

derive the correct sequence in (13b). As explained in section 3, recourse 

to a "V2 Constraint" conceals the problem rather than solving it. 

Therefore, Haegeman (1991) argues that the subject clitics in West 

Flemish subject initial main clauses do not adjoin to a functional head, 

but occupy the Spec,C position (see also Haegeman (1990)). 

This clearly is not an attractive solution. 

First, the clitic status of the West Flemish weak subject pronouns 

can hardly be disputed, because of the clitic doubling phenomenon. It is 

generally assumed, also in Haegeman (1991), that clitics adjoin to heads. 

It would be very strange to make an exception here, for these clearest of 

all Germanic clitics. 

Second, Haegeman (1991) does assume that the subject clitic adjoins 

to a head, C, in all other constructions. Thus, in (13a) and (13c), the 

clitic adjoins to C, and does not occupy Spec,Agr. This makes the proposed 

analysis of (13b) ad hoc. 

Naturally, one could assume that in (13b) the subject clitic is not 

adjoined to C either, but occupies Spec,Agrl. In that case, the doubling 

pronoun zie in (13b) must be one projection further down. However, 

Haegeman's (1991) analysis doesn't allow this, unless an additional 

projection is inserted in between the first and the second AgrP in (10) . 

Suppose we do admit an additional projection in between the top two 

AgrPs in (10). This projection could be a fourth AgrP, or a TP (which would 
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bring the structure in (10) more in line with standard assumptions) . The 

presence of this additional projection, however, would destroy Haegeman's 

(1991) main argument for the general V-to-C analysis. 

Recall that this argument is based on the number of clitic positions 

that can be identified in each type of construction. The clitic doubling 

facts show that subject initial main clauses have exactly the same number 

of clitic positions as topicalization constructions. If subject clitics 

adjoin to C, these positions are C, Agrl, and Agr2 in (10). But if subject 

clitics never adjoin to C, and an additional projection (say, TP) is 

inserted to accomodate the doubling pronoun, the clitic positions are Agrl, 

the additional T position, and Agr2. 

Consider (16) , which is (11) with the full NP replaced by the 

combination of a subject clitic and a doubling pronoun. 

(16) Gisteren ee ze (ze) zie (ze) Valere (ze) getoogd 
yesterday has she(SUBJ-cl) them(DO-cl) she Valery(IO) shown 
"Yesterday, she showed them to Valery." 

If the subject clitic is in Spec,Agrl, (16) must be analyzed as in (17). 

(17) Spec.C C Spec.Agrl Agrl Spec.T T Spec,Agr2 Agr2 Agr3P VP 

gisteren ee ze (ze) zie (ze) Valere (ze) getoogd 

Subject initial main clauses ((18), cf. (14)) could then be analyzed as in 

(19) . 

(18) Z' ee (ze) zie (ze) Valere (ze) getoogd 
she(SUBJ-cl) has them(DO-cl) she Valery shown 
"She showed them to Valery." 

( 1 9 ) Spec.Agrl Agrl Spec.T T Spec,Agr2 Agr2 Agr3P VP 

zj. ee-(ze) zj[e (ze) Valere (ze) getoogd 

As (17) and (19) show, the clitic positions in (18) correspond exactly to 

the clitic positions in (16) . But in (18) , there is no reason why the 

subject clitic and the verb should not be in Spec, Agrl and Agrl, 

respectively, rather than in Spec,C and C. 

Thus, if we assume that subject clitic6 occupy Spec,C, it is at least 

a possibility that they occupy Spec,AgrS when Spec,C is filled by something 

else, as in (16) . If so, the doubling pronoun must be in a projection 

further down, and Spec,Agrl is available for the subject clitic in (18). In. 

that case, Haegeman's (1991) argument based on the number of clitic 

positions in the various clause types is no longer valid. 

Clearly, an analysis involving subject clitics in Spec.Agrl is not 

attractive, since there is sufficient evidence to show that, in inversion 
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constructions (and embedded clauses) , subject clitics do adjoin to C (see 

Den Besten (1977), Zwart (1991)). However, since subject clitics so clearly 

adjoin to heads in these constructions, an analysis of subject initial main 

clauses involving subject clitics in Spec,C is equally unattractive. 

Consider once again (13b). 

(13) b. Ze komt zie 
she(SUBJ-cl) comes she 
"She comes." 

If the subject clitic is not in Spec,C, where can it be? As we have seen, 

the subject clitic cannot be adjoined to C, since clitics adjoin to the 

right of the element in C. This leaves Agrl as the only candidate. If the 

subject clitic is in Agrl in (13b), the verb cannot be in C. 

If we compare (13b), a subject initial main clause, with (13c), a 

topicalization construction, the subject-verb inversion is conspicuous. 

(13) c. Morgen kom se zie 
tomorrow comes she(SUBJ-cl) she 
"Tomorrow, she comes." 

Suppose the verb is in C in (13b) and the subject clitic is left adjoined 

to the verb. Then we would expect the subject clitic to be left adjoined to 

the verb n (13c) as well. Clearly, this is not the case: 

(13') c. * Morgen ze komt zie 
tomorrow she (SUBJ-cl) comes she 

On the other hand, if the subject clitic is in Agrl in (13b), the inversion 

is just the result of an additional movement of the verb to C, triggered by 

the presence of a topic in Spec,C. Again, this suggests that in (13b) 

the subject clitic is in Agrl, and not in C. 

Notice that if the subject clitic is in Agrl in (13b) , it may very 

well be the case that it moves to C in inversion constructions like (13c). 

In fact, this is suggested by the adjacency of the subject clitic and the 

verb in C (Den Besten 1977, Zwart 1991) . This movement of the subject 

clitic (and other clitics as well) to C is also an essential ingredient in 

Haegeman's (1991) analysis (cf. (9)). What we expect, then, is that in 

inversion constructions the subject clitic and the object clitics will all 

adjoin to the right of the verb in C. This is exactly what happens, as can 

be seen in (13c) (cf. also (16)). Consequently, it is highly unlikely that' 

It is a general property of Germanic clitics that they are stranded under verb movement to C. See 
Cardinaletti (1992), Zwart (1992b). 
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the sub jec t c l i t i c should be adjoined t o C in (13b) as we l l . 
In conclus ion , the d i s t r i b u t i o n of sub jec t c l i t i c s i n d i c a t e s t h a t in 

sub jec t i n i t i a l main c lauses of West Flemish, the verb i s in Agrl r a t h e r 
than in C.17 

5.2 The Pos i t ion of the Doubling Pronoun 

Haegeman (1991), fol lowing Haegeman (1990), assumes t h a t the doubling 
pronoun in (13b) i s in the Spec of the h ighes t Agr below CP. This i s 
c r u c i a l t o her a n a l y s i s of subjec t i n i t i a l verb second. 

As we have seen in s e c t i o n 5 . 1 , i f the doubling pronoun i s only one 
func t iona l p r o j e c t i o n f u r t h e r down, Haegeman's (1991) main argument aga in s t 
Zwar t ' s (1991) a n a l y s i s of subjec t i n i t i a l verb second f a i l s . 

However, i f the sub jec t c l i t i c i s i n Agrl in (13b), as I have argued 
in the p rev ious s e c t i o n , the doubling pronoun cannot be in the Spec of the 
h ighes t Agr below CP. Therefore the doubl ing pronoun must be in the Spec of 
a t l e a s t one p r o j e c t i o n f u r t h e r down. 

Consider again (16). 

(16) G i s t e r en ee ze (ze) zie (ze) Valere (ze) getoogd 
y e s t e r d a y has she(SUBJ-cl) them(DO-cl) she Valery(10) shown 
"Yesterday, she showed them t o Va le ry . " 

Now l e t us assume t h a t the sub jec t c l i t i c ze i s adjoined t o C, but t h a t t he 
doubling pronoun zie i s not in Spec,Agrl but i n the Spec of one func t iona l 
p r o j e c t i o n f u r t h e r down (an a d d i t i o n a l AgrP or TP) . Under t he se 
assumptions , (16) must be analyzed as in (20) . 

( 2 0 ) Spec.C C Spec.Agrl Agrl Spec.T T Spec,Agr2 Agr2 Agr3P VP 

gisteren ee-ze-(ze) (ze) z_ie (ze) Valere (ze) getoogd 

Unless the subject c l i t i c could be adjoined to the r igh t of an empty C. In that case, the verb 
would s t i l l be in AgrS (Agr l ) in subject i n i t i a l main clauses. 

One might wonder how subject c l i t i c s can be in AgrS (Agr l ) in subject i n i t i a l main clauses. This 
question can only be answered i f we make cer ta in assumptions about the nature of c l i t i c s . I fo l low 
Sportiche (1992) in assuming that c l i t i c s are generated as heads of functional pro ject ions, and that the 
c l i t i c s are associated with f u l l NPs which have to occupy the Spec posi t ion of these funct ional 
project ions at some point in the der iva t ion . Sportiche (1992) argues for a number of C l i t i c Projections 
on top of the Agreement Project ions. In order to r e s t r i c t the number of funct ional pro ject ions, I assume 
that these C l i t i c Projections do not ex is t , and that c l i t i c s are generated as heads of the Agreement 
Projections instead. As always, c l i t i c s are subject to fur ther head movement to the l e f t . The t r igger 
for t h i s c l i t i c movement is unclear to me at t h i s po in t , but the movement appears to be obl igatory 
wherever possible. Under these assumptions, i t is not unexpected that a subject c l i t i c should be i n . 
AgrS, especial ly when AgrSP is the highest pro ject ion (see Zwart 1992b). 

Haegeman's (1991) analysis of West Flemish c l i t i c i z a t i o n can be reformulated wi th in th is set of 
assumptions, with no general izat ions los t . Thus, the c l i t i c s are generated in the head posit ions of the 
project ions designated for the l icensing of the f u l l NPs with the corresponding grammatical func t ion . By 
head movement, the c l i t i c s always raise at least one step. This derives the general izat ion in (9 ) . 

As for the exact mechanism of verb movement and c l i t i c movement, the word order patterns fol low 
i f we assume that head movement is always r ight adjunct ion. Thus, when the verb moves to AgrS, where the 
subject c l i t i c i s , the adjunction y ie lds the order [SUBJ-cl V ] . Addit ional movement of an object c l i t i c 
to the c l i t i c - v e r b complex in AgrS yields the order [SUBJ-cl V OBJ-cU. 
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As is clear from (20), there are two clitic positions, C and Agrl, which 

cannot be distinguished in a sentence like (21) . 

(21) Gisteren ee ze ze zie Valere getoogd 
yesterday has she(SUBJ-cl) them(DO-cl) she Valery(10) shown 
"Yesterday, she showed them to Valery." 

Thus, (21) , like (12a) before, really covers two indistinguishable 
iß cases. If this is correct, topicalizations contain four clitic 

positions, which is one more than subject initial main clauses. 

If subject clitics are in Agrl, and doubling pronouns in the Spec of 

a lower projection, (18) must be analyzed as in (22). 

(18) Z' ee (ze) zie (ze) Valere (ze) getoogd 
she(SUBJ-cl) has them(DO-cl) she Valery shown 
"She showed them to Valery." 

( 2 2 ) Spec,Agr1 Agrl Spec,T T Spec,Agr2 Agr2 Agr3P VP 

z_l-ee-(ze) z ie (ze) Valere (ze) getoogd 

The c l i t i c p o s i t i o n s in the sub jec t i n i t i a l c o n s t r u c t i o n (22) correspond 
e x a c t l y t o the c l i t i c p o s i t i o n s in the t o p i c a l i z a t i o n cons t ruc t i on (20), 
with the except ion of the a d d i t i o n a l c l i t i c p o s i t i o n i n C in (20) . The 
presence of t h i s -addit ional c l i t i c p o s i t i o n i s e x a c t l y as p r e d i c t e d by the 
sub jec t i n i t i a l verb second a n a l y s i s of Zwart (1991) . 

Therefore , i t i s c r u c i a l t o Haegeman's (1991) argumentat ion t h a t the 
doubl ing pronoun occupy the Spec of the h ighes t Agr. Haegeman (1991:55f.) 
advances the fol lowing arguments in favor of he r claim t h a t i t does . 

F i r s t , Haegeman argues t h a t i f the doubl ing pronoun were not in the 
Spec of the h ighes t Agr, we need to p o s t u l a t e one more r ecu r s ive head-
i n i t i a l AgrP t o accommodate the argument NPs and the c l i t i c s in sub jec t 
i n i t i a l main c l a u s e s . 1 9 

This i s only a problem i f AgrP i s not def ined r e c u r s i v e l y . According 
t o Haegeman (1991:57), t h e r e i s " u n r e s t r i c t e d r ecu r s ion" of AgrP. This 
l eaves ample room fo r a d d i t i o n a l AgrPs. 

If , on the o t h e r hand, AgrP i s not r e c u r s i v e , the AgrPs i d e n t i f i e d by 
Haegeman (1991) can only e x i s t as p r o j e c t i o n s of i n f l e c t i o n a l f e a t u r e s . In 
t h a t case , adding an a d d i t i o n a l p r o j e c t i o n would be suspec t . However, i n 
such an a n a l y s i s i t i s s t anda rd ly assumed t h a t a t ense p r o j e c t i o n (TP) 
s e p a r a t e s the AgrPs des igna ted for the l i c e n s i n g of the sub jec t and the 

18 
A di f ference between (12a) and (21) is that the two c l i t i c posit ions in (12a) could be made 

v i s i b l e in the c l i t i c doubling construct ion. However, i f we t r y the same in (20) / (21) , the c l i t i c 
posi t ions in Agrl and T would become indist inguishable again. 

19 Haegeman (1991) uses the term 'head medial ' instead of 'head i n i t i a l ' . To avoid confusion with 
non-binary branching s t ructures, I prefer to use the l a t t e r term. Also, the information that something 
l i nea r l y precedes the head is redundant, since Specs are invar iably to the l e f t (Kayne 1992). 
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object (AgrSP and AgrOP, respectively) (cf. Chomsky 1991, 1992). This TP, 

then, is a well-motivated additional projection the Spec of which could 

host the doubling pronoun. Therefore, adopting an additional projection 

immediately below the top AgrP is definitely less ad hoc than adopting 

unrestricted recursion of AgrP. 

Second, Haegeman (1991) argues that doubling pronouns show the same 

adjacency effects as ordinary subjects. Assuming that ordinary subjects are 

in Spec.Agrl (Spec,AgrS), the doubling pronouns are likely to occupy the 

same position. 

The adjacency effects show up in embedded clauses and inversion 

constructions. In these constructions, nothing can separate the subject 

from the element in C. 

(23) a. ..da (*gisteren) Marie die boeken gekocht eet 
that yesterday Mary these books bought has 

b. Woarschijnlijk ee (*gisteren) Marie die boeken gekocht 
probably has yesterday Mary these books bought 

Similarly, the doubling pronoun 'cannot be separated from the subject 

clitic-verb combination in C. 

(24) a. ..da- se (*gisteren) zie die boeken gekocht eet 
that she(SUBJ-cl) yesterday she these books bought has 

b. Woarschijnlijk ee- se (*gisteren) zie die boeken 
probably has she(SU3J-cl) she these books 

gekocht 
bought 

Crucially, the adjacency effect also shows up in subject initial main 

clauses. 

(25) Z' ee (*gisteren) zie die boeken gekocht 
she(SUBJ-cl) has yesterday she these books bought 

All these adjacency effects can be captured in one statement if the 

doubling pronoun is in Spec.Agrl, and the verb invariably in C. 

However, this argument is not decisive, until it is demonstrated that 

elements in the Spec of a lower projection, say TP, do not show the same 

adjacency effects. 

Also, there is the distinct possibility that the adjacency effects 

have different causes. Suppose the subject has to occupy Spec,AgrS for 

reasons of Case checking. In that case, the impossibility of having adverbs 

preceding the subject may be due to a restriction on adverb adjunction to 

Here and in the following exposition, it should be understood that clitics and clitic-like 
elements do not block adjacency. As will be clear from previous examples clitics can adjoin to C and 
hence intervene between an element in C and whatever is present in the AgrPs. 
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AgrSP in West Flemish. If this is the only restriction on adverb placement 

in West Flemish, we expect (25) to be grammatical on this part (if the 

doubling pronoun is in Spec,T). But there may be other factors blocking 

adverb adjunction to TP whenever Spec,T is occupied by a doubling pronoun.-

These factors may have nothing to do with adverb adjunction in general, but 

with the local dependency relation of the doubling pronoun and the subject 

clitic. It simply is not clear that the relation between the doubling 

pronoun and the subject clitic is comparable to the relation between the 

subject NP and C. Therefore it is not clear that the adjacency phenomena 

have identical causes. 

Doubling pronouns have a number of curious properties which make it 

unlikely that they should be treated as ordinary subjects. 

First, as noted in Bennis & Haegeman (1984) (see also De Geest 

(1990), Haegeman (1990)), the West Flemish subject clitics can only be 

doubled by a pronoun, not by a full NP. 

(26) a. Ze komt zie 
she(SUBJ-cl) comes she 
"She comes." 

b. * Ze komt Marie 

Second, the doubling pronoun cannot be topicalized. 

(27) a. * Zie± ze komt t^ 
she she(SUBJ-cl) comes 

b. * Zie± komt ze t^ 
she comes she(SUBJ-cl) 

These two properties haven't received a satisfactory explanation to 

date. 

As Shlonsky (1992) observes, the fact that the subject cl i t ic cannot 

be doubled by an R-expression may be explained by Principle C of the 

Binding Theory. If this is the case, the problem in (26) is why the 

doubling pronoun doesn't equally violate Principle B of the Binding 

Theory. On the assumption that the doubling pronoun is in the Spec of 

the highest Agr, a solution to this problem doesn't easily present itself. 

The fact that the doubling pronoun cannot be topicalized may be 

explained in various ways. It may be that the special relation of the 

subject c l i t ic and the doubling pronoun requires the former to linearly 

precede the lat ter . If so, i t may be the case that intervening XPs 

interfere with this special relation as well, thus deriving the adjacency, 

effects in (24) - (25) as well. 

Shlonsky (1992) provides a solut ion for th is problem. Crucial in his account is that the doubling 
pronoun does not occupy the posi t ion in which the subject is l icensed, but the Spec of a funct ional 
project ion fur ther down. I f correct , th is would again inval idate Haegeman's argument against the 
analysis of subject i n i t i a l main clauses in Zwart (1991). 
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An alternative explanation for both problems could be that the 

doubling pronouns are really heads. In that case, violations of the 

principles of the Binding Theory are not expected. Similarly, 

topicalization would be excluded, being non-structure preserving. Needless 

to say, that, if doubling pronouns are heads, they cannot serve to identify 

clitic positions in the way suggested by Haegeman (1991) . 

It should be concluded in all fairness that the status of the 

doubling pronouns in West Flemish is still a mystery. Therefore, arguments 

based on their behavior cannot be decisive either way. 

However, if we were correct in section 5.1 in concluding that the 

subject clitic is in AgrS in subject initial main clauses, the doubling 

pronoun cannot be in Spec,AgrS but must be further down. It turns out that 

in that case, the West Flemish object clitics can be accommodated without 

difficulty within the analysis of Zwart (1991). Therefore, there is no 

reason to conclude from the West Flemish object cliticization phenomena 

that the verb in subject initial main clauses must be in C. 

6. Conclusion 

I hope to have made clear in this reply that the West Flemish object 

cliticization facts do not force us to adopt one or the other analysis of 

subject initial verb second constructions. 

Haegeman's claim (1991:29) that the standard analysis of subject 

initial main clauses (involving V-movement to C) is "more economical" than 

the alternative presented in Zwart (1991) (involving V-movement to AgrS) 

appears to be based on her analysis of clitic doubling in West Flemish. The 

alternative analysis, with the verb in AgrS, needs to postulate an 

additional projection between AgrlP and Agr2P. However, this additional 

projection, TP, is readily available in standard conceptions of the 

structure of the functional domain (Chomsky 1991, 1992) . Therefore, 

employing it might be considered more economical than ignoring it. 

It is not clear whether the doubling pronoun occupies a position in 

AgrSP (AgrlP) or TP, and whether this position is a phrasal position or a 

head position. However, Haegeman's assumption that the doubling pronoun 

occupies the Spec,Agrl leads to an analysis in which the subject clitic 

22 
If the doubling pronoun is a head, Haegeman's argument would be valid if it is impossible to 

accomodate the clitics in West Flemish in subject initial main clauses without assuming that the verb is 
in C. However, this is very well possible, if the doubling pronoun is generated in T and adjoins to 
AgrS. In that case, the doubling pronoun would be part of a clitic cluster. As we know, the order of 
clitics in a cluster is free in West Flemish (Haegeman 1991). Thus the fact that the object clitic may 
appear on either side of the doubling pronoun, as shown in (14), does not necessarily indicate the 
presence of an additional clitic position, since the object clitic and the doubling pronoun may both be 
adjoined to AgrS, in two different orderings. 

Notice that if doubling pronouns are heads and adjoin to AgrS, the adjacency effects in (24)-
(25) are also explained. 
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occupies Spec,C. This is alien to Haegeman's (and others') assumptions 

regarding clitics in Germanic, and therefore constitutes an internal 

contradiction in her analysis. 

On the other hand, if the doubling pronoun does not occupy Spec,AgrS, 

Haegeman's main argument against Zwart's (1991) analysis of subject initial 

verb second disappears. In that case, there are three clitic positions 

inside AgrSP, both in subject initial main clauses and in topicalization 

constructions (and embedded clauses), as well as an additional clitic 

position, C, in the latter. This is as expected in the analysis of subject 

initial verb second clauses of Zwart (1991). 

Obviously, a further investigation of the clitic doubling phenomenon 

of West Flemish is called for. 

Haegeman's final words (1991:58) are illustrative of an ill motivated 

traditionalism which appears to favor the "generalized V-to-C account". 

Haegeman notes that, if her analysis of the object clitic positions in West 

Flemish is correct, Zwart's (1991) analysis of subject initial main clauses 

"offers no major advantages over the 'V outside AgrP analysis' of subject-

initial V2 clauses" (Haegeman 1991:58). And, one might add, should be 

rejected on account of it. 

This seems to suggest that the traditional 'V outside AgrP analysis' 

is a priori preferable over any alternative. I would hesitate to agree with 

that. The virtue of every analysis depends on the way it is embedded in a 

general theoretical framework. 

It so happens that in the theoretical framework adopted by both 

Haegeman (1991) and Zwart (1991), obligatory movements should receive a 

satisfactory explanation. The traditional analysis of verb second phenomena 

is notoriously wanting in this respect. Therefore it is strange that the 'V 

outside AgrP analysis' should be given the benefit of the doubt. 

More generally, empirical arguments are never conclusive until our 

knowledge of what goes on is complete. Thus, it comes as no surprise that 

Travis' (1984) empirical arguments against the V-to-C analysis of subject 

initial main clauses in Germanic can be circumvented by making certain 

assumptions on the A/A'-status of the Spec,C position (as Haegeman 

(1991:56) shows; cf. also Vikner & Schwarz (1991)). But even if these 

assumptions are independently motivated, this refutation of Travis' 

arguments doesn't make the V-to-C analysis stronger than its alternative, 

when the latter is otherwise simpler and more explanatory. 

In the mean time, we are on much safer ground by basing our 

evaluations on conceptual considerations. I hope to have shown here that. 

Haegeman's analysis of the West Flemish cliticization phenomena is not 

sufficiently conclusive to abandon an otherwise conceptually well motivated 

account of subject initial verb second in Germanic. 
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